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Abstract. While event-based architectural style has become prevalent
for large-scale distributed applications, multi-agent systems seemingly
provide the most viable abstractions to deal with complex distributed
systems. In this position paper we discuss the role of coordination ab-
stractions as a basic brick for a unifying conceptual framework for agent-
based and event-based systems, which could work as the foundation of a
principled discipline for the engineering of complex software systems.
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1 Introduction

In order to address some of the most common sources of accidental complexity –
such as distributed interaction and large-scale concurrency [2] – the event-based
architectural style has become prevalent for large-scale distributed applications
in the last years [10]. At the same time, multi-agent systems (MAS) are ex-
pected to provide the most viable abstractions to deal with the modelling and
engineering of complex software systems [14,15]. As a result, MAS and event-
based system (EBS) stand nowadays as the two most likely candidate paradigms
for modelling and engineering complex systems—the targets of many research
activities on coordination models and technologies, too.

The relevance of interaction issues in both MAS and EBS suggests that co-
ordination abstractions and mechanisms could play an essential role in making
agent-based and event-based models coexist without harming conceptual integ-
rity of systems. Starting from the essential of both paradigms, we point out
the role of coordination in a unifying conceptual framework for MAS and EBS,
which could work in principle as the foundation of a coherent discipline for the
modelling and engineering of complex software systems.

2 MAS as Coordinated Systems

A common way to look at MAS is to interpret them according to the main
first-class abstractions: agents, societies, and environment [34].
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Agents are computational entities whose defining feature is autonomy [24].
Agents model activities for the MAS, expressed through their actions along
with their motivations—namely, the goals that determine and explain the agent’s
course of actions. When goals are explicitly represented through mentalistic ab-
stractions – as in the case of BDI agent architectures [28] – intelligent agents [35]
are involved, which set their course of actions according to their beliefs, desires,
goals, intentions, available actions, and plans.

A critical issue in MAS is handling dependencies between agents: that is, un-
derstanding how (intelligent) agent actions mutually interfere when each agent
aims at pursuing its own goal, and ruling them so as to make MAS achieve its
overall system goal. Handling dependencies is first of all a coordination problem
[16]. Through the notion of social action [4], MAS capture dependencies in terms
of agent societies, built around coordination artefacts [23]. Societies represent
then the ensembles where the collective behaviours of the MAS are coordin-
ated towards the achievement of the overall system goals. Generally speaking,
coordination models are the most suitable tools to harness complexity in MAS
[6], as they are explicitly meant to provide the coordination media that “glue”
agents together [12,5] by governing agent interaction in a MAS [33].

Besides agents and societies, environment is an essential abstraction for MAS
modelling and engineering [34], to be suitably represented, and related to agents.
The notion of environment captures the unpredictability of the MAS context, by
modelling the external resources and features relevant for the MAS, along with
their dynamics. Along with the notion of situated action – as the realisation
that coordinated, social, intelligent action arises from strict interaction with the
environment, rather than from rational practical reasoning [29] – this leads to the
requirement of situatedness for agents and MAS, often translated into the need
of being sensitive to environment change [9]. This basically means dependency,
again: so, agent behaviour should be affected by environment change.

In all, this means that (i) things happen in a MAS because of either agent
activity or environment change, (ii) complexity arises from both social and situ-
ated interaction. Also, this suggests that coordination – in charge of managing
dependencies [16] – could be used to deal with both forms of dependency in a
uniform way; so, furthermore, that coordination artefacts could be exploited to
handle both social and situated interaction [17].

3 EBS as Coordinated Systems

According to [10], an EBS is “a system in which the integrated components
communicate by generating and receiving event notifications” where an event
is an occurrence of a happening relevant for the system – e.g., a state change
in some component –, and a notification is the reification of an event within
the system, and provides for the event description and data. Components in
EBS basically act as either producers or consumers of notifications: producers
publish notifications, and provide an output interface for subscription; consumers
subscribe to notifications as specified by producers. According to the event-based
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architectural style, producers and consumers do not interact directly, since their
interaction is mediated by the event bus, which abstracts away all the complexity
of the event notification service.

In distributed event-based systems (DEBS) [19], a fundamental issue is repres-
ented by distributed notification routing, that is, the way in which notifications
are routed to distributed consumers. Issues such as event aggregation and trans-
formation have to be addressed by making individual event notifications mean-
ingful for consumers. Relationships between events should be detected, and event
hierarchies could be required to provide for different levels of abstraction.

In the overall, EBS are basically coordinated systems, where coordination is
event-based [18]: process activities are mostly driven by event notifications gen-
erated by producers; transformed, aggregated, filtered, distributed by the event
bus; and finally interpreted and used by consumers. Producer / consumer co-
ordination is then mediated by the event bus, working as the system coordinator,
which encapsulates and possibly automates most of the coordination activities
in an EBS. As an aside, it should be noted that role of the event bus in EBS
typically raises the well-known issues of the inversion of control : that is, control
over the logic of program execution is somehow inverted [13].

4 EBS and MAS: Towards a Unifying Framework

Following [17], three are the steps for integrating MAS and EBS: recognising the
sources of events, defining the boundary artefacts mediating the interaction with
the event sources, and providing expressive event-based coordination models.

The first step is looking at agents and environment as event sources. MAS
could then be seen as EBS where agents encapsulate internal events, while en-
vironment models external events through dedicated abstractions – environment
resources – capturing the unpredictable dynamics of relevant external events.
Dually, producers in an EBS are to be classified as either agents – if responsible
for the designed, internal events – or environment resources—if used to model
external, unpredictable events. This induces a higher-level of expressiveness in
EBS: since agents encapsulate control along with the criteria for its manage-
ment – expressed in terms of high-level, mentalistic abstractions –, articulated
events histories can be modelled along with their motivations. In addition, since
MAS environment is modelled as a first-class event-based abstraction, all causes
of change and disruption in a MAS are modelled in a uniform way as event
prosumers (producers and consumers)—thus improving conceptual integrity.

The second main step deals with the need for a general event model, requir-
ing architectural abstractions mediating between event producers and the whole
system, aimed at uniformly handling hugely-heterogeneous event sources—both
agents and resources. Denoted as boundary artefacts, they make it possibile to
translate every sorts of occurrences into a uniform system of notifications accord-
ing to a common event model. This is, for instance, how Agent Communication
Contexts [8] and Agent Coordination Contexts [21] work for agents, and how
event mediators (or, correlators) work in the Cambridge Event Architecture [1].
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Thus, boundary artefacts could be conceived (i) in EBS as the abstraction me-
diating between components and the event bus, accounting for the many diverse
models for data in event notifications, (ii) in MAS as the constrainers for agent
interaction, accounting for environment diversity and agent autonomy [33].

5 EBS and MAS: The Role of Coordination

If agents and environment work as event prosumers, coordination abstractions
should deal with interaction of any sort – agent-agent, agent-environment,
environment-environment interaction – taking care of their mutual dependen-
cies, by coordinating the many resulting flows of events [16].

According to [10], the potential of event-based coordination is recognised both
in academia and industry, and there exists a considerable amount of related re-
lated literature on event notification systems. In fact, a number of event-based
middleware providing such services (e.g., JEDI [7]), as well as a number of event-
based coordination models [27,31], technologies [11], and formalisms [20,32], wit-
ness the role of event-based middleware in the engineering of complex distrib-
uted systems, as well as the event-based nature of the most relevant coordination
models, including tuple-based ones [20].

Along this line, the third step in the integration of MAS and EBS is the
comprehension that coordination media [5] can handle multiple event flows [25]
according to their mutual dependencies in both MAS and EBS. From the MAS
viewpoint, this means that the role of coordination models in MAS [6] is to
provide event-driven coordination media governing event coordination in MAS.
From the EBS viewpoint, coordination in EBS is event-based [18], and the event
bus and service work as the system coordinators. This means that coordination
media could work as the core for an event-based architecture, and that EBS could
be grounded in principle upon a suitably-expressive coordination middleware,
designing the event bus around the coordination services [30].

As a result, since all events are uniformly represented through the same gen-
eral event model, coordination artefacts can be used to deal with both social
and situated dependencies, governing every sorts of interaction through the
same set of coordination abstractions, languages, and mechanisms [17]—thus
enforcing conceptual integrity. Then, coordination artefacts provide a specific
computational model for dealing with event observation, manipulation, and
coordination—which should make life easier for programmers and engineers.

In the context of EBS, coordination media provide a suitable way to automat-
ise event handling, and to encapsulate the logic for the coordination of multiple
related flows of events, thus counterfeiting the negative effects of inversion of
control on the large scale for EBS.

6 Case Study: TuCSoN Coordination as Event-Based

The TuCSoN coordination model and infrastructure [26] can be used to illustrate
in short the role of coordination in blending MAS and EBS, in particular pointing
out the notions of boundary and coordination artefacts.
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In detail, the basic TuCSoN architecture can be represented as in Figure 1,
and explained in terms of the following MAS-EBS components.

Agents. A TuCSoN agent is any computational entity exploiting TuCSoN co-
ordination services. To act within a TuCSoN-coordinated MAS, agents should
obtain an ACC from the TuCSoN node. Any action from any agent towards the
MAS – either social or situated – is mediated by its associated ACC.

ACC. Agent coordination contexts [21]) represent TuCSoN boundary artefacts
devoted to agents. ACC both enable and constraint agents interactions, mapping
every agent operation into events asynchronously dispatched to tuple centres.
ACC thus decouple agents from MAS in control, reference, space, and time.

Probes. TuCSoN environmental resources. They are handled as sources of per-
ceptions (sensors) or makers of actions (actuators) in a uniform way. Probes do
not directly interact with the MAS, but through mediation of their transducer.

Transducers. The boundary artefacts devoted to probes [3]. Each probe is as-
signed to a transducer, specialised to handle events from that sort of probe, and
to act on probes through situation operations. Transducers thus decouple probes
from tuple centres in terms of control, reference, space and time.

Events. TuCSoN adopts and generalises the ReSpecT event model [22]. Re-
SpecT is the logic-based language used to program the behaviour of TuCSoN
tuple centres [22]. ACC and transducers translate external events (activities and

Fig. 1. TuCSoN event-based architecture
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change) into internal events that tuple centres can handle to implement the
policies required for MAS coordination. Thus, internal events essentially corres-
pond to event notifications in standard EBS.

Tuple Centres. Tuple centres [22] constitute TuCSoN architectural component
implementing coordination artefacts, thus in charge of managing dependencies.
As such, they are meant to govern both social and situated interactions [17].
By adopting ReSpecT tuple centres, TuCSoN relies on (i) the ReSpecT language
to program coordination laws, and (ii) the ReSpecT situated event model to
implement events [3].

By looking at a TuCSoN-coordinated MAS with a event-based perspective,

– ACC and transducers are the boundary artefacts representing agents and
environment, respectively, in the MAS, by translating activities and changes
in a common event (notification) model;

– tuple centres are the coordination artefacts dealing with both social and
situated dependencies by making it possible to program the coordination of
events of any sorts in a clean and uniform way.

Under such a perspective, TuCSoN already provides in some way both a model
and a technology to engineer coordinated MAS as EBS. Essentially, this means
that when using TuCSoN for the coordination of a distributed system, either per-
spectives – event-based and agent-based – can be adopted by engineers according
to their specific design needs, and blended together in a coherent way around
the coordination abstractions provided by the TuCSoN model and middleware.1

7 Conclusion

Many large-scale distributed systems are nowadays designed and developed
around event-based methods and technologies. At the same time, agent-based
abstractions (and, in spite of their limited maturity, agent technologies, too) are
more and more adopted to face the intricacies of complex systems engineering, in
particular when requirements such pervasiveness, intelligence, mobility, and the
like, have to be addressed. Altogether, this suggests that a conceptual framework
blending together abstractions and technologies from both EBS and MAS could
represent a fundamental goal for the research on complex system engineering.

In this position paper we suggest that a fundamental role in such a conceptual
framework could be played by coordination models and technologies, with the
focus on coordination artefacts working as both event-based and agent-based ab-
stractions. Coordination models and middleware could then provide the technical
grounding for a principled, comprehensive methodology for complex system en-
gineering, allowing for the integration of event-based and agent-based tools and
techniques without harming conceptual integrity.

1 http://tucson.unibo.it

http://tucson.unibo.it
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